
LING 408/508: Computational 
Techniques for Linguists

Lecture 26



Today's Topics

• Reminder: Homework 10: 
• have everyone gotten the GET and POST methods working okay?

• Onto the next topic…



Next Programming Language

So far, in this course you've been exposed to:
1. Binary language of the CPU: encoding of numbers and characters (unicode)
2. Linux (Ubuntu under VirtualBox)
3. command line: bash shell
4. bash shell scripting: #!/bin/bash
5. awk and regular expressions (regex)
6. html/css
7. Javascript + DOM
8. Web client/server model
Now we switch for the rest of the semester to a regular programming course:
• Python



Why Python?

• Installed by default on OSX
• but you should install and use python3



Programming

• python.org: install python3 on your laptop (if not already installed)

do not install Python 2.7



Python

• Python 2.7 Installed by default on MacOS prior to MacOS Catalina
• Terminal command: python 

interactive (like a shell)
interpreter



Python: MacOS Catalina



Python: MacOS Catalina



Python

• On Ubuntu:



Windows 10: 32 or 64 bit system?

• Choose correct file:
• Windows x86-64 executable installer (for 64 bit systems)
• Windows x86 executable installer (for 32 bit systems)

• Look for System in Control Panel: 



Windows 10: Running Python

Command line (PowerShell ok too) IDLE



Windows 10: Python 3 download



Windows 10: Running the Python 3 installer

should check this box!



Windows 10: Finish install, start Python

Four versions present:
1. Python command line (2.7.x)
2. IDLE Python (2.7.x)
3. Python 3.6
4. IDLE Python 3.6



Windows 10: Environment Variables
if you need to manually add the directory for the Python executable to your PATH



Distribution of words in Moby Dick

specifically relevant to Moby Dick;
other reported words are generic

"English plumbing"



Stylometry: compare word length distribution

len1s = [len1[i*10000:i*10000+10000] for i in range(10)]
for l in len1s:

plt.hist(l, bins=np.arange(min(l),max(l)+1), histtype='step')
plt.show() Forensic linguistics



Google: relative frequency of two spellings

Emma by Jane Austen was published in 1815



Concordance

>>> import nltk
>>> emma = 
nltk.Text(nltk.corpus.gutenbe
rg.words('austen-emma.txt'))
>>> 
emma.concordance("surprize")
Displaying 25 of 37 matches:



Counting frequency of occurrences of 
sequences of vowels in English

iou eau



WordNet relations: types of dogs

graph.py on course website

dog = wn.synset('dog.n.01')
graph = hyponym_graph(dog)
graph_draw(graph)



WordNet relations: parts of a car

from nltk.corpus import wordnet as wn
c = wn.synset('car.n.01')
g = graph(c, 'part_meronyms')
graph_draw(g)



Term Programming Project

It's time to think about the end of the semester …

• Propose a programming project
• half of your grade

• Send your proposal to me
• If I give up the go-ahead, you can start working on it …


